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b. ?"mena ana support: Amenament is to remove SUDUilit 

I. Action on proposai 
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Support Having the nt on Depa rtn1ent ready issue 
.... ... .. v;;arting lot 

day and then getting the regulation. 

the biology 

11.0ppose supported 
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D!OIOgy 

Oppose continue the so caiied rai non rural 

State 
requiring equai treatment of ali Alaskans. 
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concentration or to many resources~ 
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17. Support 
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seems to 

VJith one resot~rce 

identified promotion of one ';>IJ'C""L':> over viith the intent of 

improving the human use \AJhich is the mandate of the board. 

20. Oppose The proposer intent seems be to muddy the water has we deal 

with ailocation from one resource in favor of another. The board has dearly 

identified the promotion of one species over another with the intent of 

improving the human use which is the mandate of the board. 

scheme. 

22. TNA. Lack information on the need of this action. 

24. Support. \IVe support and vliould advise the BOG to eliminate the Black 

Bear Har·vest Ticket Statevvide~ 

?5 c: rt _ . ~uppo,_ 

26. Oppose We support the reauthorization of the Tag exemption. 
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33~ Support \IiJe see this has house keeping. 

~Oppose See 

36~ Support \/'Je oppose the use "the rural nonrural preference and support 

Support r-Jo biological COtlCertl 

SUPPO! i 

Oppose Bio concern 

40. Oppose Not supported by the Biology, Agenda driven special interest 

group not iniine with ~Ui constituents 

Support Only has Af;~ended Rerr~ove !V~ Before ar!1endroent it 

becomes a select group to benefit including some who personally know the 

AS. 



Support ~AJe v':vDuid like see the entire area """'""QT! 
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0; 13\1tj VvDU!D say \fJe 

the court would have to find that the BOG has total control over 

subsistence game lavJ has it has found that the BOF can determine 
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48~ Support 

49, Support has amended to a ANS of 400 

50. Oppose We continue to oppose this proposai and continue to question the 

board making its own proposals 

51. Support 

52. Support 

53. Support 

5Ll Oppose A statewide issue 

55. Oppose Bio Concern 

56. Oppose 

57. Support 

58. TNA 

59. Oppose 
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58. 

Support 

70. 

Su Amend include the 

Oppose These are not pets. 

Support department stated it \ivould unlikely to have any 

increase in hunter tai(e in the but stiH \ivanted to keep the bag limit the 

same. \AJe attempted to reach a compromise at 2 bears but the AS stili felt he 

wanted just one because half of the hunter take in 14A was sows. Vve see this has 

a favorable trend and vvithout a real survev 'v·lie \/'liish to increaSe the take at least 
I 

14A and biack bears being documented predators of sheep we need this action. 

75. Oppose 

with allocation from one resource in favor of another. The board has dear1v 

identified the promotion of one species over another with the intent of improving 

the human use which is the mandate of the board. 



76. 

Support it is reasonable to f,ave sorr~e hurits (esPecia roadside 

achieved the goals. The Department wanted this experiment which we lobbied 

against. Now the experiment failed, rather then tinker with this iets just go back 
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(SU. ~upport VVe support trHs only it nonreS;u2nts are exclUded .. VVe stronglY 

this 

quota in a easy access area. Some hunts we should reserve for the constituent. 

P, 1 ("\ ~h' . . rl' .,. h . 
J.;:.. GppOSe ! dS !S COlH'n~er prO,,-,UCllVe Hom '# .. el'"e We \l'varn:: go. \Ne had a 

working registration hunt here before 7 days and then you had to go renew it or 

quit hunting. It was working so put it back. 

82. Oppose \fJe were puzzied why our sister AC would even suggest this, no 

biological reason or concern just a leg up for the lucky few, healthy hunter 

competition is a good thing. Also with the new "hot spot huntl1 you could be 

drawn and never get to hunt but since it would be a cow permit it would prevent 

you from hunting in the general season. 

83. Support We are iooking to reduce this type of bull population in order to see 

any long term effect on herd bull makeup. This population is at the high end and 

we feel it is a experiment whose time has come. 

84. Oppose The moose population in 14A doesn't warrant this it is healthy and 

growing. 

85. Oppose The hunter is not now restricted to any weapon. If someone wishes 

to use a bow they may. No need to allocate anything to one group. 

86. TNA Action on 87 



. . . Support Amena include bulls has \lveli. 

89. Support 
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uppose Apples ana oranges 

. Vie has the proposer withdraw 91 in favor of 87 
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94~ TNA 

95~ Oppose 

Oppose 

100. Support 

COn1fiients on proposer's other proposais 

102. Oppose 
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COinmentS on proposers OHler proposals 

Sunoort 1"". Vlien planned out~ 

104. Support 

105. Support We have found a general acceptance for this in the constituency. 

There is no biological concern. 

106. Support There is no reason not to start this black bear are fur bearing The 

board should establish a season and methods. If the board doesn't want to do all 



now least establish a season so can start taking 

Stri Ke options remove 

a client at the bait #4 "and 

may maintain stations for his assistant.1! 

en this subiect. it is Dure)v 
.; F ;; .I 

allocative in nature. This give us a great ability to manage for full utilization of the 

resource. 
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! here IS no DH::.uoglcal concern, is one n10st prolific and 
adaptable species on the planet, their impact is being felt by the heavy predation 

of ungulates to hares and their displacement of other predators such has marten 

and fox. 

Support See 112 

114. Support 

115. Support Sheep numbers are down statewide. This addresses several 

concern which we hear from sheep hunters. 't is intended to moBify some of the 

allocation issues we here from Alaskans and address these falling numbers. While 

there are not many ewes being shot we can't really justify any with the declines 

\1\.10 h::.ve "'w \,." row .. 

116. Support There is little to no support for anything other then full curl horn 

restrictions in the sheep hunting community. 

117 Oppose We do not feel with numbers down statewide it is the time to start 

new sheep hunts. 



118~ Support has amended Remove 14A has this unit should be residents oniy~ 

120. Oppose 

121. TNA Action taken on 119 

122~ \lVe support the idea of aU the board7 s po,tvers being returned to it; any 

condition the Department feels it needs on a hunt. Can be put on any hunt by 

board at the scheduled meetings giving the public the ability to comment on or 

propose to put condition thru the board process. This is what the legislature had 

Administration to have this authority it would have delegated the authority 

directly to it. By giving the Department these powers you subvert the public 

process and the separation of powers between the Administration and the 

Legislature. This could become a constitutional question/problem jf allowed to 

continue. 

192 Oppose We Continue to oppose the onesided argument, it is always 

trappers who are ask to change while other user refuse to practice due diligence 

and care of their pets. 

193. Oppose This proposal comes back over and over without the benefit of any 

real science. 

194.0ppose See#193 

195. Support 

196. Support 

197. Support 

198. Support 

199. Oppose these measure put in by those who oppose hunting in general are 

intended just to reduce hunting. 
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propose put condition thru the board process. is what the legislature had . . . ooara system. 
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direct!y it. By giving Department powers you subvert the public 

process and the separation of DO\lvers betl.AJeen the Administration and the 

Legislature. This could become a constitutional questionjproblem if allowed to 

continue. 
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i1 oy cnance someone a moose ,bear or be it! \fJe doubt 
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think they will be with us long. 

222. vVe oppose 




